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iSlate — January 26 launch?
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In a fortnight’s time, Apple is likely to

James Strachan, Treas.

demonstrate the long-awaited Apple touchscreen
tablet. Following the enormous success of touchscreen

Jo-Anne Britt,
Publishing Assistant

technology on the iPhone and the iPod Touch, we’ve long been

June Brown, Librarian
David Dixon

expecting the announcement of the tablet, and now it’s (probably) about to arrive.

Margaret Evans,

Don’t be surprised if the new Apple mini-computer is called ‘The iSlate’. It’s widely expected to
have just one button — an on-off or start switch — with all other functions controlled by context

Hall & Equipment
Jürgen Gross, MacPals

sensitive ‘virtual’ keyboards, sliders and panes . Will you be the first BMUG member to have one?

Don Patrick, Email Sec.
Prue Paterson, Web
Manager

email
Marnie...

Tuesday January 12 meeting

& after our coffee break...

For the first time, BMUG members will get the opportunity to

•!

start the Mac year early with a January meeting.

We will outline the BMUG program schedule for 2010
and introduce our newly formed groups and their
co-ordinators.

We will be bringing you a great double- barrelled program. To
kick off the year, the committee members will present a series of 5

•!

minute demonstrations and discussions of their favourite digital

!

Members will then be invited to ‘sign up’ for Term I

!

in a group appropriate to their Mac experience level:
— Basic, Intermediate or Advanced.

•!

And lastly, a refresher on the workings of the new

operation and integration with BMUG.

photographic tips.
We invite everyone to participate in this fun segment...

Following this a ‘how, when and where’ of groups’

BMUG Help Desk and how members can make use of
its services.
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Annual BMUG Subscriptions for 2009/2010
Annual Subscriptions are due on 1st January 2010.
The following rates apply:
!
!

!
!

!
!

Full members........................$45.00
Remote members.................$25.00

!

!

!

Student members.................$25.00

PayPal is a secure and easy way to pay your subscription
and can be arranged through the BMUG web site
www.bellarinemac.org.au/membership.html
I look forward to being kept busy writing receipts!
Jim Strachan, Treasurer.

Email
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And in breaking news..
The ever-generous Treasurer, Jim, has agreed to offer two
free memberships — one for regular members, one for our
remote members! Names of those who have paid by the
end of tea time at our new January meeting will be drawn
out of the hat.

Do yourself a favour and pay early by PayPal!
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‘Share your enthusiasm’ register

Dear Aunty mac...

Ever get frustrated with a new program, or hit a stumbling block

Top tips

with one you currently use? Not sure who to talk to?

The TOP TIPS in the newsletter are invaluable. Could we

Do you feel you have something to offer other members

encourage people to copy them, print them off, and keep them in

with your 'know how' on a program?

a book to refer to. It saves looking through all the newsletters to
find the tip you want. I paste mine into a note book which sits

Why don’t we compile a list of members who are willing to

beside the computer. It’s used often and it’s easy to handle.

assist others? For this to happen we need your help. The list
would be of benefit to not only to general BMUG members, but

Email Lyn...

Just a thought...
Marg Evans

would also help alleviate some of the workload of our hardworking committee, as it would free up their time a little and

Appleworks 6

allow them to concentrate on the big picture of planning and

If you have any Appleworks 6 spreadsheets and are running them

organising the Group for the benefit of all members.

in Snow Leopard in Rosetta at a snail’s pace, it is very simple to
transfer them into Numbers.

We are calling on members who have particular strengths and
are willing to assist other BMUG members. Once this list is

All you do is to click on the icon for the particular file, and drag it

compiled you will be able to share your knowledge with your

to the Numbers icon in the Dock, and Numbers instantly opens it

fellow BMUG members; you will also be able to seek assistance
yourself in an area you are not so knowledgeable on.

as a 'full on' Numbers spreadsheet. The difference is amazing,
even compared to the original Appleworks performance.

You do not need to be a ‘guru’, but you may have a particular area

Regards,

that you have a very good understanding of and can assist others.
If you are willing to be approached by other BMUG members and
share your knowledge with them, please email me your name, and
the area(s) of expertise you would like to share
Lyn Northam

Allan Collier

Does your computer know how to spell ‘organise, etc?
Mine didn’t, until I learned how to change the default language
setting. Go System Preferences— Language & Text —Language. Click
Edit List, and tick Australian English. From now on, after a restart,
every program will know standard Australian English spelling!
This advice is for Snow Leopard, but there may be a comparable
solution with Leopard, also.
Don Patrick
Thanks to AUSOM for this tip
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New Troubleshooting manual

Introducing the BMUG Help Desk

As you know, BMUG provides many easy to use resources on our
website, including manuals you can download, and tutorials to
help with specific topics.
Recently, members assisted in the rewriting of our
Troubleshooting guide, one of our most important publications.
It’s important because it explains how to head off many
potential problems by carrying out regular maintenance on
your Mac. Every member should have a copy of the manual
handy, every member should endeavour to keep their Mac in

Are you in need of assistance with your computer and its
software? Are you scratching your head for an answer to a Mac

tip-top condition.

question? Well we believe BMUG has developed the right strategy
to help you find a solution.

You know it makes sense!

Each month, starting from our first meeting this year, a dedicated

New BMUG guide to pages templates

BMUG Help Desk will operate at the Church end of the entry
corridor, and you will have ample opportunity to ask your

Pages is outstanding software, and we at BMUG recommend it

questions in a one-on-one , person-to-person interview. Obviously, as

for all writing tasks (including writing this enewsletter).

a voluntary organisation, we cannot take any responsibility if our
advice should turn out badly for you.

It’s easy to use for all basic letter-writing, but it also has hidden
strengths for those preparing more complex publications.

Book in by putting your name down on the list together with a

Books and so on are typically done in page layout documents,

brief run down of the question/problem. You will then be allotted

rather than in word processing documents. Should you ever

a time slot so you know when to make your way to the desk for

wish to write a family history or a hobby magazine, you’ll

help. Each interview can be up to 15 minutes in duration. You

need to know more about Pages’ hidden secrets.

may book in on arrival (be early) or pre-book a time-slot by
emailing your details to info@bellarinemac.org.au.

Now you can read all about them in a PDF manual, Advanced
layout, available free from the BMUG Downloads page.
Link to BMUG
downloads....

A small request, before you come to the Help Desk meeting,
please ensure that you have read all the help information on the

Steve Craddock

BMUG Troubleshooting web page
and remember, we will ask if you have a backup!
Don Patrick
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TOP TIP — don’t pay through the nose for an
Apple hard disk upgrade, do it yourself

We already knew the plastic-bodied Macbooks were a cinch to

Readers may remember Jo-Anne’s pioneering article about

few screws, unplugging the drive, then going through the steps in
reverse to install the new one...

carrying out an HD upgrade in the August 2008 edition of the

change over, involving simply removing the battery, removing a

BMUG enewsletter. Since then, several of us have successfully
carried out similar upgrades, saving hundreds of dollars in the
process.
It turns out that iMac upgrades are
complicated and best left to the
technicians, while laptop upgrades
are generally very simple indeed.
The process is greatly assisted by
illustrated step-by-step
instructions which are easily
available on Apple help sites.
BMUG even has the set of Torx
screwdrivers needed, so you don’t
have to buy any special tools!
patients on the
operating table

Well a few weeks ago, we got even more ambitious. We’d

But the new aluminium-bodied Macbook Pro, however, was
another kettle of fish, involving about 30 really, really tiny screws.
Anyway, we succeeded, without dropping a screw, and both
computers started up first time. Phew, result!

upgraded my wife’s laptop to a 500GB drive, a few months
earlier, so when she set out to buy a new Macbook Pro, the
solution appeared to be obvious, if radical. Why pay Apple heaps
for a 500GB drive, when the smaller ones were much cheaper?

Macinstruct
step-by-step
instructions...

What we decided to do, was buy the new computer with a 160GB
hard drive, then swap the two drives over. That way, whoever
bought the old laptop would get a brand new HD, while Pat
would retain all her files and photos on the new machine with no
file transfer required. It sounded like a brilliant solution,

Steve Craddock

advantageous to both parties.
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Exciting BMUG changes coming your way in
2010
Over the past three months or so the BMUG committee,
augmented by several co-opted members, has been discussing and
deciding upon plans to revamp and rejuvenate the way our Mac
club approaches its objective of helping people to use and gain
enjoyment from their computer equipment.
In May 2010, BMUG will celebrate its fourth birthday and with the
approach of this milestone, the committee felt that it may be an
opportune time to have a close look at where we are at the
moment, where we have come from and, of even greater
significance — where we are headed in the future.
For quite some time now, some of us have thought that our ‘all in
together’ sessions were frequently missing the mark with sections
of our audience, due the wide variations which exist in individual

the considerable and growing burden of helping individual
members with many of their computer related problems.

So, how will it all work?
Basically it has been decided to enhance our occasional
BMUG groups but not completely at the expense of our ‘all
in together’ meetings. To this end BMUG will, from
January 2010, meet every month of the year as well as
retaining the hugely popular mid-year weekend excursion
type meeting — so that’s a grand total of 13 meetings per
year. Good value, we hope you will agree!
Scattered throughout the year will be 4 of our ‘usual format’
meetings with all members gathered together in the same room.
The other 8 meetings will commence with a half hour combined
meeting and then, following afternoon tea, we will break up into

member’s Mac knowledge and expertise.

four groups (details below) which will each meet in different parts
of the building. BMUG has secured the use of the ‘old’ hall at St.

In the past we have tended to pitch our training towards

which should alleviate any noise or interaction problems.

the easier end of the spectrum but this unfortunately
sometimes leaves the more knowledgeable among our
members with distinct feelings of “I didn’t learn much at
today’s meeting” or “what’s in it for us?” From an
organisational point of view, it could also be said that
many of the committee put in much time and effort in the
name of BMUG, but personally they themselves gain very

Peter’s and this will allow each group to meet in their own area,

Here’s a broad outline of the 2010 BMUG year...
January — Combined meeting (all in together meeting)
February/March/April — ½ hour combined meeting followed by
our four groups (Term 1)
May — Combined meeting
June/July/August — ½ hour combined meeting followed by our

little knowledge or benefit from their own club
membership.

four groups (Term 2)

So we set out to seek better ways forward, ways which will more

four groups (Term 3)

equitably spread the burdens of sharing and presenting topics.

December — Combined Meeting and end of year party

September - AGM & Combined meeting
October/November — ½ hour combined meeting followed by our

Equally importantly, we looked for better methods to apportion
6

Introducing the ‘new’ BMUG groups...

divided into two separate sections which meet in different parts of

Each of the four groups will be designated by a title which will

the venue. The two groups will generally follow the same syllabus

indicate the (approximate) experience level of the group’s
members - here are the groups and some details of their

as each other but under different coordinators.

composition...

Intermediate Macs 1.0 meets in the Main Hall of the BMUG Venue
(St.Peter’s Hall, Ocean Grove) on our normal meeting days.

Basic Macs
This group will cater for members who are new to computers, and
those who are in the early stages of learning about their Mac as

Intermediate Macs 2.0 meets in the Old Hall of the BMUG Venue
(St.Peter’s Hall, Ocean Grove) on our normal meeting days.

well as any who have seen the light and come over from the ‘other
side’. Any members just wanting to participate in a refresher

For further info contact the Intermediate Macs 1.0 co-ordinator

course are also invited to join this group. The committee and other

Steve or the Intermediate Macs 2.0 co-ordinator Dick.

selected members will share the task of presenting programs
month by month.

Advanced Macs
This group, formerly called Broader Horizons, is designed to appeal

Basic Macs will usually consist of a series of introductory

to the more advanced and adventurous members in the club.

instructional sessions largely devoted to the fundamentals of Mac

Although the instruction and discussion is at a somewhat higher

use and other simple but none-the-less very important computer
skills. Group members, in their own time, and as they gain

level than other groups, the topics and subjects covered will
generally closely follow those set down for the other groups.

confidence, will be encouraged to graduate to one or other of the
Intermediate Mac groups.

Advanced Macs meets in the Kitchen Annex of the BMUG Venue
(St.Peter’s Hall, Ocean Grove) on our normal meeting days.

Email Jürgen...
Basic Macs meets in the Kitchen of the BMUG Venue (St. Peter’s Hall,
Ocean Grove) on our normal meeting days.

For further info contact the Advanced Macs co-ordinator Don.

For more info contact the BMUG Mac Pals co-ordinator Jürgen.

BMUG members should also note that a fifth BMUG learning

Email Steve...

Email Dick...

group called Green Apples meets fortnightly in Portarlington — see

Intermediate Macs 1.0 and 2.0
Generally speaking, the bulk of the BMUG membership falls into

Email Don...

the BMUG website for more details or contact the Green Apples
co-ordinator Dick.

the intermediate Mac user category, hence this group as been
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Which group will I be in?

Term 1

The committee has decided to invite members to ‘self assess’

Jan 12 — Combined: Digital Photo Tips etc. & Introducing topics

themselves into the various experience levels — Basic,
Intermediate or Advanced — and you will be asked to do this at

for Term 1
Feb 9 — Group: iPhoto

the January meeting. Those unable to attend in January will have

March 9: Group: iMovie

an opportunity to enrol at the start of the February meeting.

April 13: Group: iDVD & Garage Band

Members joining throughout the year will be placed as required.

Term 2
The group syllabus year will be divided into three terms and

Will possibly look at iWork, MS Office, Text Edit and

members will be asked to remain in a chosen group for at least one

similar applications — further details will be available at a

full term after which they will be free to change to another group

later date.

if they so desire.
The committee suggests that you carefully and realistically
consider your computer abilities and if in doubt about making a
choice, please do not hesitate to talk with and seek help from any
member of the committee who will help you decide.

OK — what exactly will each group be doing?
Good question...here’s what you can expect...
Throughout the year, the Basic Macs group will be a very flexible
and its program will be carefully tailored to the needs and
aspirations of the group membership. The topics covered by the
other groups will be included in a simple format if and when
appropriate.
The other three groups will all largely follow the same
topics albeit at varying expertise levels.
Here are the programs for the first term of 2010 which will
be based upon the iLife suite of applications...

Term 3
This is a shorter term and we will possibly look at
Hardware issues — further details will be available later.

The BMUG self help objective...
One of the main objectives of BMUG is to encourage all
members to embrace self help as we believe that this is
absolutely the best way to begin to know and understand
the workings of your Mac. So, to that end, all groups will
be set simple monthly non-compulsory tasks — Macwork
— to be undertaken at home and brought back to the next
group meeting. A period of time time will always be set
aside at the beginning of each group session to allow
members to share the benefits they have gained from
undertaking these exercises.
So there you have it, a brand new BMUG...well almost... Be assured that
we will be monitoring the changes and fine tuning will occur when and if
necessary. As usual we warmly welcome you comments, so let’s know
what you think: info@bellarinemac.org.au
Don Patrick
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Kindle e-book reader review

After a few more emails, Amazon advised that they would not do

At our December Meeting, we mentioned this new reading device,

anything unless I telephoned their Customer Support Section
( which is staffed 24 hours a day). After about 15 minutes on the
phone, (luckily I have Skype, so the call did not cost much), I
convinced the person on the other end of the phone that I must
have received a “brummy” — a defective unit.
He advised me to send it back via courier within 7 days, and
emailed me a Despatch Number etc so that I would not have to
pay the return freight. Within 3 days I had a replacement which
works perfectly. Unfortunately, I was charged $29.00 USD for
freight to send the replacement. After several more emails and

which recently became available in Australia. Unfortunately I did
not have our Kindle with me to show members what it looked like
and to demonstrate its many features.
The only way to purchase a Kindle in Australia, presently,
is through Amazon in the USA. It cost $300.00 USD
(Including postage). Amazon has subsequently reduced
the price by $20.00 USD and they credited our account
with a refund of the $20.00. The Kindle comes with a USB
cable for charging the battery via your Computer.
Unfortunately, it does not ship with an Australian USB
power adaptor.
The unit I received would not charge from my iMac, so, I
emailed Amazon and they made several suggestions
sharp greyscale
display

which I had already tried, to no avail. I then decided to go
around to our son’s house and try charging it on his powerful
gaming PC. Still no result.

another telephone call they admitted their mistake and refunded
the freight.
In summary, I have to say that, I believe that I received good
service from Amazon. I do not blame them for having a policy of
requiring a phone call to them in the USA to fix a problem. It was
just bad luck that I received a “brummy”.
Charging the unit via the computer is very cumbersome and if
you happen to be away from home, then, it means that you must
carry a laptop, in order to charge the unit. I decided to purchase
from Dick Smith a “Digitor” Universal USB power adaptor, which
comes with all the plugs for the different Countries.
I found out by “trial and error” that it is the only power adaptor
which will charge this unit. So, if you decide to purchase a Kindle,
I would strongly recommend that you spend the extra $30.00 and
purchase this particular power adaptor. It works perfectly, and
you have the assurance that you will be able to charge your Kindle
in any Country in which you decide to travel.
9

Now to the nitty gritty

You can also purchase a light for night reading in bed or on an

If you are like my wife and love reading books, then this device is

aircraft, etc. It plugs straight into the Kindle and uses the Kindle

definitely worth the investment. One good feature, is that when
you travel, you have all your books in one small device. Most

battery.

books, including the latest releases cost between $9.00 and $12.00

Features:

USD, and with the conversion rate and bank charge they work out
to approximately $13.00 AUD.
There has been some criticism in
Australia by current users of the Kindle,
that we do not have the same range of
books to purchase as are available in the
USA. Also, the purchase price in
Australia is slightly more expensive than
if you are in the USA. This is nothing to
do with currency conversion. It is to do
with the taxes imposed by the Australian
Government. However, having said that,
I am more that happy with the variety
built-in dictionary

and price of books which are currently available.
When you are reading a book, or magazine etc, and you decide to
turn the Kindle "off", it will remember your position in the book,
when you next turn the machine back on.
There are a few extras which you can buy, to make your use of the
Kindle more enjoyable. I purchased a leather cover for the Kindle.
which makes it look like a personal diary. It is very functional in
that it allows you to carry a few personal items, such as Business
Cards etc. It also protects the Kindle from damage such as
scratching, and in my opinion, it gives the Kindle a more user
friendly feel.

Display: 152mm diagonal E Ink® electronic paper display,
600 x 800 pixel resolution at 167 ppi, 16-level gray scale.
Size: 203.2mm x 134.6mm x 9.1mm.
Weight: 289.2 grams. It is wireless and doesn't require a
computer.
Storage: 2GB internal (approximately 1,500 books).
10

Battery life: Read on a single charge for up to 1 week with

Our first book was $6.00 US. The Kindle has a six-inch E ink screen

wireless on. Turn wireless off and read for up to 2 weeks.

and can hold 1500 books.

Battery life will vary.
We first saw it in Canada two years ago, and attempted to
Charge time: Fully charges in approximately 4 hours.

purchase one in Hong Kong on the way home, but they didn’t

It is lighter than a typical paperback and as thin as most

know what we were talking about. Gr8 for travelling as well, as

magazines, and it fits perfectly in your hands. It is wireless and

you are able to download news papers and magazines.

ready to use right out of the box, with no setup, no cables, no
software to install, and no computer required.

Lynda loves her Christmas present, and I won’t have
excess baggage again !!!

Ergonomic design: It is easy to hold and read. The page-turning
buttons are located on both sides, allowing you to read and turn
pages comfortably with one hand from any position. Whispernet
enables you to wirelessly search, discover, and download content
on the go. Books,magazines and newspapers are delivered via
Whispernet in less than 60 seconds. And unlike Wi-Fi, you never

Happy New Year,
c u at the meeting
Paul Tracy

Editor’s caveat...

have to hunt for a hotspot.
You can travel the globe and still get books in under 60 seconds. It
uses GSM technology, the most popular mobile wireless standard,
with wireless coverage in over 100 countries.
Peter Baldwin

And Paul Tracy adds...
Hi,
Australians can now stop admiring Amazons Kindle electronic
book reader from afar. The world’s leading online retailer now
ships this desirable device to Australia for $279 US plus postage.
For a small amount extra you get a leather look cover.
There is local and international free wi-fi support for downloading
books and support.

The e-book market is going bananas, & prices will only fall! On January
7, Cambridge company Plastic Logic launched the long-awaited ‘QUE’.
This is a thin, flexible touchscreen A4 reader ideal for magazines and
newspapers. Further, as I said on p 1, the Apple tablet is almost here.
I’m as excited about shiny new things as the next person, but e-readers
are a field in which early adopters may well get burned!
Steve
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TOP TIP — Skype is well worth trying

Now, when we click on the application icon

Do your still use iChat? I gave up some years ago,

for the first time, we get this pane again,

frustrated by constant drop-outs and glitches. At the time, I

which will enable us to log in:

blamed our slow Internet, finding that sometimes I
couldn’t even maintain a conversation with someone
across the river in Ocean Grove! And yet on other
occasions, international calls would work fine. Anyway, as

From now on, we will get the regular Skype

I said, it was too flaky for me, and I quickly lost interest.

Contacts list pane when we open the software,
but we won’t be able to make any calls until

Recently, at my wife’s insistence, we’ve downloaded the
latest version of Skype, and tried it for calls to France, and

we add some contacts. Click yourself Online,
then go Search for People on Skype:

it’s been terrific! Is it a fluke, or greatly improved software?
Who knows...

Getting started
Download
Skype...

Download Skype, install it in Applications, then drag the
icon to the dock. The first time you click on it you will get
the Welcome to Skype screen, which you need to ignore.
This is very easy indeed, and soon you will have some
Instead, go Skype — Account — Create Account, then
create an account in the next pane.

friends in your Contacts list. To make a call, get online,
highlight your friend, then click the green phone button:

This should all be quite self -explanatory....

When the caller replies, they will appear in a video
window on your screen, and when you click the blue video
button, they will also be able to see you. Have fun!
Steve Craddock
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Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Marnie Haig-Muir,
President

June Brown,
meeter & greeter

Steve Craddock,
Vice President

Prue Paterson,
Web Manager

Don Patrick,
Email Secretary

James Strachan,
Treasurer

David Dixon
Hall setup & put-away

Jürgen Gross,
MacPals

Margaret Evans,
Librarian,
Hall & equipment

& Margaret Boyles,
Secretary
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